Microsphere-based molecular cytometry.
Flow cytometry has recently gained attention as a powerful high-throughput technology for the analysis of molecular interactions. This recognition is mostly because of the development and use of fluorescently distinct microsphere populations. Recent applications of this technology have included detecting analytes, monitoring enzymatic activity, and genotyping SNP. This article expands the list of applications by highlighting nuclear receptor-coactivator peptide binding studies. Nuclear receptors initiate gene transcription by binding to a wide variety of accessory factors. Small molecule ligand binding by nuclear receptors modulates the interaction with some of these cofactors. Because a typical cell contains numerous cofactors, multiplexed analysis of nuclear receptor binding to coactivator peptide-coupled microspheres is a valuable approach to rapidly assess this network of complex interactions. Understanding how ligand binding regulates these interactions should help in the design of improved small molecule therapeutics. The latter part of this article has focused on the recent application of multiplexing protein:protein interactions. Developing protein interaction networks will be paramount as a greater understanding of the human genome is developed. In the future, flow cytometric analysis of fluorescent microspheres may be applied to any array of interacting molecules and may have broader applications in the area of proteomics.